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Abstract—Seismic surveys are conducted by oil exploration
companies to keep up with the global demand for oil and gas.
Although seismic cables offer fast and reliable data transfer, they
account for a majority of the equipment weight, logistics, and
labor costs. A novel wireless geophone network architecture, com-
pliant with the IEEE 802.11af standard, is described. Operation
in television white spaces can achieve long transmission ranges,
allowing for scalable coverage of large seismic survey areas. Two
methods for data collection are proposed: a Geophone-Polling
(GP) scheme and an Adaptive Geophone Time Division Multiple
Access Scheduling (AGTS) scheme. The two schemes are analyzed
and evaluated in terms of the total time taken for data acquisition
and the average power consumption, in comparison to the default
IEEE 802.11 channel access schemes. The problem of hexagonal
clustering for orthogonal deployment of geophones is also tackled,
and the impact of co-channel interference is considered. The
proposed schemes not only reduce data acquisition time, but
also the average power consumption of the geophones, thereby
improving the lifetime of wireless seismic surveys.

Index Terms—seismic measurements, wireless geophone net-
works, wireless LAN, access protocols, power saving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Seismic surveys help acquire detailed images of the various
layers of the Earth’s subsurface in order to determine the
location and size of oil and gas reservoirs. A seismic source is
used to generate variable-frequency waves that are reflected by
subsurface layers. The reflected waves are detected by devices
called geophones, that are deployed across the survey area.
The data recorded by the geophones is processed to generate
a visual image of the Earth’s subsurface.

The subject of 2-D and 3-D seismic survey design has
been well studied in [1], [2]. A typical survey can deploy
10,000–30,000 geophones, covering an area of up to 100 km2.
Given the sheer size of a seismic survey, the use of cable
to connect all geophones accounts for a majority of the
equipment weight and cost. Although cable can offer high
data rates in a reliable manner, a significant amount of time is
spent in troubleshooting problems pertaining to the cables and
connectors. The use of a wireless geophone network would
eliminate the problems associated with laying of cables in
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undulated terrain. More importantly, there is a far less impact
on the environment, as cables can directly affect the flora and
fauna of the region.

While wireless systems offer an excellent alternative to
cable, they come with the challenging task of achieving
high data rates over a widespread area in an energy-efficient
manner. Given a seismic wavefield sampling time of 0.5 ms,
a geophone with a 24-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
would generate data at a rate of 48 kbps. Three-component
(3-C) geophones would generate thrice the amount of data,
at a rate of 144 kbps. Although the data rate per seismic
channel may not be significantly large, the aggregate rate for
say 30,000 geophones, can be several Gigabits per second.
Additionally, power saving schemes must be incorporated
into the wireless systems since seismic acquisition can be
conducted for durations lasting up to 30 days.

Several works have proposed techniques for power saving
in wireless seismic data acquisition. Savazzi et al. proposed
a hierarchical architecture in [3] and discussed the viability
of using ZigBee, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wideband (UWB), WiFi,
and WiMAX. A more thorough description of the UWB-based
architecture is provided in [4], wherein geophones transfer
data to nearby cluster heads, which in turn relay the data to
a gateway node and subsequently to a central recording unit.
Power saving is achieved through the use of low-power UWB
radios and distributed beaconing derived from the ECMA-
368 standard, albeit with significant modifications to the
ECMA framing structure. Additionally, non-uniform power
consumption is introduced wherein the cluster heads that are
closest to the gateways are required to relay the most amount
of traffic. In [5], a cross-layer design involving the routing
policy, resource allocation via time division multiple access
(TDMA), and data compression is investigated for a multi-
hop network. A convex optimization problem is set up with
the objective of minimizing the energy consumption. Power
saving techniques have also been considered in [6], in which a
TDMA-based service period access scheme, derived from the
IEEE 802.11ad standard, is used over 60 GHz channels for
acquiring seismic data. The geophones are operated in sleep
mode outside their designated time slots.

In addition to the aforementioned literature, several works
have applied wireless sensor networks to perform seismic
data acquisition. A wireless architecture is described in [7]
wherein seismic data is relayed serially along a chain of
geophones using multiplexing schemes such as frequency
division multiplexing. However, acquisition time may be high
and uniform power consumption among the geophones is a
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cause for concern. The authors in [8] proposed an architec-
ture for relaying data through a chain-type sensor network
for long-range monitoring and analyzed its performance. To
facilitate the relaying process, a number of redundant cluster
heads in the same region would be required, which can
disrupt the standard topology in which the geophones are
required to be deployed. Moreover, the above ‘chain-type’
approaches would neither scale with the number of geophones
nor the data generation rates. In [9], data is acquired from
a cluster of geophones by relay nodes using TDMA, and
is subsequently transferred to a central recording unit using
directional antennas. The use of full-duplex radios and antenna
arrays has also been suggested for the relay nodes. However,
a large number of relay nodes may be required to cover
the survey area and a high power consumption may arise
from the beamforming process. A more recent experimental
study based on an Internet-of-Things network was carried
out by Jamali-Rad et al. [10]. An economical low-power
wireless architecture based on Long Range (LoRa) technology
is proposed for seismic quality control, but is not directed
towards data-intensive seismic acquisition. Consequently, low
data generation rates and a sparse deployment of geophones
are assumed. Overall, the above methods suffer from the
problems of scalability in addition to effective and uniform
power conservation across the geophone network. Some of the
schemes may also be proprietary, as they combine the use of
elements taken from multiple standards, rendering them more
expensive and inaccessible.

This paper introduces a novel geophone network archi-
tecture, compliant with the relatively new IEEE 802.11af
standard, that provides the requisite data rates over large
areas and efficient power saving with a minimal number of
gateway devices. Our previous work presented in [11] is
extended in this paper to include an analysis of the GP scheme
and simulation results with an improved interference model.
Additional simulation results are provided after considering
the impact of co-channel interference, an aspect that has not
been taken into account in prior work. Furthermore, the power
saving strategy in the GP scheme relies on the current status
of the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) timer. The NAV
metric is not exposed by most 802.11 Network Interface Cards
(NICs) to the higher layers. Although this can be achieved
by sufficient modification of the device drivers, an Adaptive
Geophone Time Division Multiple Access Scheduling (AGTS)
scheme is proposed, that not only requires minimal changes
to the drivers but also offers improved power saving. This is
motivated by the simple notion that power saving efficiency
is improved when the transmission schedule is known to all
geophones. However, this comes at the cost of a larger amount
of time required for data collection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed network architecture and topology are described in
Section II. The GP and AGTS schemes are described and
analyzed in Sections III and IV respectively. In Section V,
an additional data collection scheme is discussed that can
be applied concurrently with the seismic recording process.
Simulation results are provided in Section VI wherein the
trade-off between the GP and AGTS schemes is seen and

suitable operating parameters for the proposed architecture are
obtained. The findings are then summarized and evaluated in
the conclusion in Section VII.

II. PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Following a brief discussion of the IEEE 802.11af standard,
a description of the architecture is offered in Section II.A,
along with the seismic surveying methodology and its impact
on the overall network topology in Section II.B.

The IEEE 802.11af standard [12], [13] is an attractive option
for establishing wireless coverage across seismic survey areas.
The standard operates in the TVWS (television white space)
bands, which are unallocated frequencies that are otherwise
used for digital television broadcast transmissions. The TVWS
bands range between 50 MHz and 700 MHz in North America,
and between 54 MHz and 698 MHz in Europe [12]. Owing to
lower frequencies, non-line-of-sight coverage is enhanced and
the transmission range is significantly increased, as compared
to the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands. This increase in
transmission range can be exploited to provide coverage over
large areas with minimal number of access points or gateway
devices. Seismic surveys for oil exploration are typically
carried out in remote locations, away from urban areas.
Consequently, white space spectrum would be plentiful, as
compared to higher frequency bands such as 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz,
and mm-wave, hence allowing operation with a large amount
of bandwidth. Other standardization efforts have been made
for operation in TVWS bands, such as the IEEE 802.15.4m,
IEEE 802.22, and ECMA-392 standards. Comparatively, the
IEEE 802.11af standard offers better performance in terms of
throughput [14]–[16], and is easier to set up.

A. A Hierarchical Architecture

Fig. 1 provides an illustration of the proposed architecture
based on the IEEE 802.11af standard. Wireless coverage is
provided by Wireless Gateway Nodes (WGNs) that collect
data from all the geophones within transmission range. The
information collected by the WGNs is then relayed to the
Data Collection Center (DCC), which is supported by a taller
antenna.

A star topology is preferable, as the geophones would
not have to spend additional energy on relaying information
through a multi-hop network. The WGNs can instead be
provided with larger storage and energy capabilities in order to
improve the lifetime of the geophones. A star topology is more
robust to geophone failures which would otherwise hinder data
transfer in a relay-based ad hoc architecture. Additionally, a
star topology can achieve a synchronization accuracy well
below 10 µs, which is a desirable value for the maximum
timing skew in geophone networks [4], as compared to ad
hoc mode of operation wherein synchronization messages are
exchanged in a peer-to-peer manner.

Abiding by the conventions laid out by the IEEE 802.11af
standard [12], [13], the DCC would act as the Registered
Location Secure Server (RLSS), which is a local database that
stores the operating parameters and the geographic location
for a small number of Basic Service Sets (BSSs). The WGNs
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Fig. 1: Proposed Network Architecture

would serve as geolocation database dependent enabling
stations, that supervise the working of the geophones in their
respective BSSs, as per the operating parameters obtained from
the RLSS. The IEEE 802.11af standard operates through the
Television Very High Throughput (TVHT) PHY [12]. This
mandates the use of channel bandwidths of 6, 7, or 8 MHz.
Channel bonding can also be employed, between contiguous
or non-contiguous channels, each of width W , to yield total
channel bandwidths of 2W or 4W .

B. Seismic Survey Process and Network Topology

Following a description of the proposed network architec-
ture, the subject of the geophone network topology is con-
sidered here. An understanding of the seismic survey process
is essential to determining the geophone network topology,
with denser topologies resulting in superior image quality.
Geophones are typically positioned 5-30 meters apart along
a straight line, to form a Receiver Line (RL). Vibroseis trucks
move along the Source Line (SL) and generate seismic waves,
or a sweep, for a duration of 4-12 s, known as the sweep length.
Data is recorded by the geophones for a duration known as
the listen interval. During a move-up interval of 8-10 s, the
vibroseis trucks move to the next point where a sweep will
be conducted. The sweep, listen, and move-up operations are
repeated periodically across the survey area [17].

Two types of seismic surveying methods are considered in
this analysis. A single-fleet operation involves a single vibro-
seis truck that conducts sweeps across the area. To improve
productivity, multiple vibroseis trucks may be deployed to
conduct overlapping sweeps, so long as they are separated
sufficiently in distance. Flip-flop operations involve a pair of
trucks, wherein the second truck begins a sweep immediately
after the listen interval of the first truck’s sweep. Hence, flip-
flop operations are able to sweep the survey area more quickly,
at a rate of 145 sweeps/hour as compared to 95 sweeps/hour
in single-fleet operations [18]. However, by reducing the
time period available for data acquisition between consecutive
sweeps, real-time acquisition is more challenging to achieve
in flip-flop operations.

200 m

25 m

Δy =

Receiver 

Lines (RLs)

Geophones

Δx =

R

Fig. 2: Orthogonal Deployment of Geophones with a 4-cell
Frequency Reuse Pattern

An orthogonal geometry is considered [1] in this analysis,
wherein the RLs and SLs are perpendicular to one another.
Fig. 2 depicts a topology that specifies an inter-geophone
distance of 25 m along the RL, and an inter-RL distance of
200 m. A total of 30 RLs, each comprising 480 geophones,
yields a total of 14,400 geophones that span an area of
approximately 72 km2.

Wireless coverage can be provided through frequency reuse
by dividing the seismic survey area into tessellating hexagonal
cells [19], with each cell containing a single WGN. Let
R be the radius of the hexagonal cells, X be the number
of geophones in a single RL, Y be the total number of
RLs, ∆x be the spacing between geophones, and ∆y be the
spacing between the RLs. A correction to the counting formula
in [11] for the total number of required WGNs, N , yields the
following expression.

N =


2dycebxcc+dyce {yc} ≤ 1/2, {xc} ≤ 1/3
2dycedxce {yc} ≤ 1/2, {xc} > 1/3
(2dyce+1)bxcc+dyce {yc} > 1/2, {xc} ≤ 1/3
(2dyce+1)dxce {yc} > 1/2, {xc} > 1/3

(1)

where yc = ∆y · (Y −1)/(
√

3 ·R), xc = ∆x · (X−1)/(3 ·R),
and dαe, bαc, {α} denote the ceiling, floor, and fractional part
of α respectively.

III. GP SCHEME

Given the acquisition time and power consumption con-
straints, there is a need for a specialized channel access scheme
in wireless geophone networks. The default access scheme
provided by the 802.11af Medium Access Control (MAC)
layer is the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [20],
wherein the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme along with binary exponential
backoff is employed. At each transmission attempt, the backoff
time b depends on the contention window size (CW ) and the
slot time (Tslot).

b = Rand × Tslot (2)

where Rand denotes a random integer that is uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, CW -1]. The value of CW
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ranges between CWmin and CWmax. Upon the occurrence of
a failed transmission, the CW is doubled in value until the
transmission finally succeeds, in which case CW is reset back
to CWmin. Consequently, in the presence of a large number
of geophones in a single BSS, the CW can rapidly double
in value, which in turn can lead to relatively long backoff
times, as can be deduced from (2). The Point Coordination
Function (PCF) [20] can help reduce the delay associated with
large backoff times by providing contention-free access. As
the point coordinator, the WGN can designate a Contention
Period (CP) where the DCF is used, and a Contention-Free
Period (CFP) where the PCF is used. During the CFP, each
geophone is polled by the WGN with a CF-POLL frame and
granted contention-free channel access. However, excessive
control signalling is done in PCF, which in turn does not scale
with the number of geophones in a single BSS. For instance,
geophones that have already transmitted their data continue
to be polled by the WGN, which simply respond with a CF-
ACK frame. This creates a delay for subsequent geophones
on the polling list. Let d be the delay associated with the ith

geophone on the polling list before it can send a data frame.

d ≥ (i− 1)× [TCF−POLL + TCF−ACK ] (3)

where TCF−POLL and TCF−ACK denote the time taken
to transmit the CF-POLL and CF-ACK frames respectively.
For a large number of geophones, the corresponding polling
list is long and d can attain relatively large values. Note
that complete data transfer would involve the transmission of
several frames from each geophone; d characterizes the delay
associated with just one frame. Overall, the default channel
access schemes, DCF and PCF, are not feasible methods for
data collection from geophone networks.

A Geophone Polling (GP) scheme is proposed for data
collection from the geophones. This protocol would operate
over the lower PHY/MAC layers of the architecture, with
functionality being implemented at the higher transport and
application layers. While the GP scheme has been discussed
previously in [11], the average power consumption shows an
increasing trend with the WGN cell radius. This arises from
the fact that only Request-to-Send (RTS) frames were used for
updating the duration of sleep, while this work also takes into
account the Clear-to-Send (CTS) frames. Furthermore, a time
and power consumption analysis is conducted, after a brief
summary of the key features and operation of the GP scheme.

A. Key Features

1) Providing Contention-Free Access: The proposed GP
scheme aims to offer each geophone the requisite amount of
contention-free time resources to complete data transfer with
minimal overhead, thereby countering the problems associated
with large values of b and d.

2) Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Fairness: TCP
fairness is of significant concern in 802.11 networks when
several TCP connections are operated through a single access
point [21], [22]. To counter this effect, the GP scheme allows
only a single TCP flow to operate at any point of time.

3) Power Saving: Power is conserved through the GP
scheme by letting the geophones operate in sleep mode
(transceiver is switched off) in order to avoid idle listening (lis-
tening to the channel when there are no ongoing transmissions)
and packet overhearing (listening to ongoing transmissions
between other geophones). For instance, a geophone can enter
sleep mode after its data has been successfully transmitted.

4) Open Standard: All functionality is implemented at the
application and transport layers. Consequently, the proposed
architecture is compliant with the IEEE 802.11af standard.

B. Operation

The proposed GP scheme operates through the services of
the DCF. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets are utilized
by the WGN for signalling the individual geophones. A single
UDP packet from the WGN would mark the beginning of
data transmission from a geophone, unlike the case in PCF,
where every data frame is sent only after a CF-POLL frame
is received. Subsequent UDP packets are used to instruct a
geophone to enter sleep mode, after the completion of its data
transfer. UDP packets are ideal for this application as they do
not consume much bandwidth (by limiting the packet size to
be on the order of a few bytes) and they do not require an
acknowledgment from the recipient at the transport layer. In
Fig. 3, an illustration of the GP scheme is provided, whose
operation is described in the following steps.
1) A schedule is created by the WGN to determine the order

in which geophones are signalled for data transmission.
2) Data transmission using TCP is triggered from the geo-

phone Ga upon the reception of a UDP packet, Us.
3) All geophones, apart from Ga, that can hear the exchange

of frames between the WGN and Ga update their NAV
counter accordingly. The duration values contained in the
headers of the RTS (request to send) and CTS (clear to
send) frames can be used to determine the duration of sleep,
as seen in Fig. 3. The concept of power-saving using the
NAV metric has been previously studied in [23]–[25]. A
duration of 250 µs is required to switch from sleep to idle
mode of operation [25], [26]. A geophone can be timed to
wake up before the expiration of the NAV counter.

4) The TCP connection with Ga is terminated by the WGN
when data transfer is complete. Gb is now signalled with a
Us packet for data transmission. Thus, only a single TCP
connection is open at any point of time.

5) A UDP packet, Usl, is also sent by the WGN to Ga
indicating it to enter sleep mode, for a duration until the
start of the next sweep. This is acknowledged by Ga
through the UDP packet Usla.

Steps (2-5) are repeated in order of the schedule until data
acquisition from all geophones is completed. A unique sched-
ule is drawn from the uniform distribution for each sweep, to
ensure uniform power consumption among all geophones over
several sweeps, as shown in Appendix A.

C. Time Analysis

Prior to conducting an analysis of the total time required
for data collection, a model for computing the amount of data
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Fig. 3: A Timing Diagram for the Geophone-Polling Scheme.

received over a given duration of time is desired. This can
be achieved through the use of a semi-Markov Process [27],
wherein a certain amount of time is spent in a given state
before transitioning to the next state of the Markov process.

Delayed TCP acknowledgments are considered in this anal-
ysis; a feature that is commonly employed in open source
Linux kernel implementations of TCP. As stated in RFC
1122 [28], a single TCP acknowledgment is sufficient for at
most two TCP payload segments, thereby reducing the total
number of required acknowledgments and facilitating higher
TCP throughput. Hence, two states, P1 and P2, are used to
represent the transmission of two consecutive TCP payload
segments from a geophone, as shown in Fig. 4. The state
A represents the transmission of a TCP acknowledgment by
the WGN, and the state C represents a collision wherein a
transmission of neither payload nor acknowledgment occurs.
Thus, the model represents the cyclic transmission of two TCP
payload segments followed by a TCP acknowledgment. Note
that each state comprises the transmission of the requisite
management frames at the MAC layer.

As seen in Fig. 4, the transition probabilities are a function
of p, which represents the collision probability of frames at
the MAC layer. When the exchange of RTS-CTS frames is
employed, it is sufficient to consider the collision probability
of RTS frames alone, since the channel is reserved through
virtual carrier sensing for the remaining frames within a
state [29]. Before delving into the finer details of the Markov
process depicted in Fig. 4, a digression is made into the
behavior of the collision probability p.

The GP scheme enforces its functionality at the higher
layers, while continuing to employ the DCF at the MAC layer.
Since channel access to each of the geophones is scheduled se-
quentially by the WGN, implying that only a single geophone

1-p

p

P1

C A

P2

p

p

p

1-p

1-p

1-p

Fig. 4: Markov Model for TCP Data Transmission

would be operational at any given point of time, any collisions
would solely arise between the transmissions of the presently
scheduled geophone and the WGN. Under the assumption
of saturated traffic at the geophones, meaning that there are
always data segments ready for transfer to the WGN, the traffic
at the WGN can also be assumed to be saturated since the
corresponding TCP acknowledgments need to be sent back
to the geophones [30]. Consequently, for a single TCP link
between a geophone and the WGN, contention between the
transmission of TCP payload segments and the corresponding
TCP acknowledgments would be observed. More precisely,
the contention results in collisions that occur when the backoff
counters of the geophone and the WGN reach zero in the same
slot. A methodology for computing the collision probability p
in such a scenario is provided via a fixed point analysis for
saturated traffic over the DCF [31]. As derived in [31], the
average contention window size CWavg is expressed in (4)
as a weighted sum of the average backoff window for each
retransmission attempt at the MAC layer, up to a maximum
of K retransmissions such that CWmax = 2K−1 · CWmin.
The value of CWavg is then used to determine p in (5), by
computing the probability of a transmission from any of the
other n − 1 stations during the transmission of a reference
station. Hence, equations (4) and (5) are set up to yield
solutions for p and CWavg. In our scenario, n is simply equal
to 2, since only a single geophone and the WGN are involved
in the contention process at any given point of time.

CWavg =

(
1− p

1− pK

)K−1∑
m=0

pm ·
(

2m · CWmin − 1

2

)
(4)

p = 1− (1− 1/CWavg)
n−1 (5)

Returning to the model depicted in Fig. 4, each of the four
states is associated with a certain average duration of time.

TPavg = TP1avg
= TP2avg

= DIFS + CWavg · Tslot + TRTS + SIFS + TCTS

+SIFS + Th + Tp + SIFS + TACK

TAavg = DIFS + CWavg · Tslot + TRTS + SIFS + TCTS

+SIFS + Th + Ta + SIFS + TACK

TCavg = DIFS + CWavg · Tslot + TRTS

The various notations are specified in Table I. Given the
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TABLE I: Definition of Time-Specific Parameters

Nota-
tion Description

SIFS Short Interframe Space
PIFS Point Coordination Function Interframe Space
DIFS Distributed Coordination Function Interframe Space
Tslot Slot Time
TRTS Transmission time of an RTS frame
TCTS Transmission time of an CTS frame
TACK Transmission time of an IEEE 802.11 acknowledgment frame
Th Transmission time of header of a data frame
Tp Transmission time of payload of a data frame (TCP data)

Ta
Transmission time of payload of a data frame (TCP
acknowledgement)

Tu Transmission time of payload of a data frame (UDP packet)

transition probabilities between the states in Fig. 4, the steady-
state probability of state i, say φi, can be found.

φP1 =
p · (1− p)

1− (1− p)3
φP2 =

p · (1− p)2

1− (1− p)3

φA =
p · (1− p)3

1− (1− p)3
φC = p

Let πi denote the proportion of time that the semi-Markov
process spends in state i. πi can be expressed as the weighted
average of the steady-state probabilities, where the weights are
given by the duration spent in each state [27].

πi =
φi · Ti∑
j

φj · Tj
(6)

where j is summed over all the states of the process.
The amount of data transmitted in a given duration t can be

computed by scaling the number of times that the states P1

and P2 is entered, with the mean value of the payload size,
E(P ).

Data transmitted =

{
(πP1 + πP2) · t

TPavg

}
· E(P ) (7)

The GP scheme allows each geophone to transmit all of its
data until completion. The maximum amount of time required
by the gth geophone for data transfer can be denoted by τg ,
using which the total amount of time τ can be computed.

τg = 3 · TU +

(
D · TPavg

E(P ) · (πP1 + πP2)

)
(8)

τ =
G∑
g=1

τg (9)

where TU represents the time required for the transmission
of a UDP packet, D denotes the total amount of data to
be transmitted by each of the geophones, and G is the total
number of geophones in the BSS. A factor of 3 is used in
(8) to account for each of the three types of UDP packets
that are used for signalling i.e. Us, Usl, and Usla, as seen in
Fig. 3. Note that there is no contention for the transmission
of a UDP packet, since an acknowledgment from the receiver
is not required.

TU = DIFS + (CWmin − 1)/2 · Tslot + TRTS + SIFS

+TCTS + SIFS + Th + Tu + SIFS + TACK

D. Power Consumption Analysis
The time analysis presented in the previous section can

be extended to power consumption as well. During the inter
frame spaces and backoff period, a geophone will operate
in idle mode. When a packet is either being transmitted or
received, a geophone will operate in the transmit or receive
mode respectively. To conserve power when a geophone is
not required to send or receive data, such as in the duration
after data transfer, the transceiver can be powered off and the
geophone operated in sleep mode.

Let V denote the supply voltage, and Itx, Irx, Iidle, Isl
denote the current drawn while operating in transmit, receive,
idle, and sleep modes respectively. Let the amount of energy
consumed by the gth geophone during its data transfer be
denoted by Eg,d.

EUg,d = (TRTS + Th + Tu + 2 · (TCTS + TACK)) · Itx · V
+(2 · (TRTS + Th + Tu) + TCTS + TACK) · Irx ·
V + 3 · (DIFS + (CWmin − 1)/2 · Tslot
+3 · SIFS) · Iidle · V

EPg,d =

(
(πP1 + πP2) · (τg − 3 · TU )

TPavg

)
{(TRTS + Th +

Tp) · Itx · V + (TCTS + TACK) · Irx · V + (DIFS

+CWavg · Tslot + 3 · SIFS) · Iidle · V }

EAg,d =

(
πA · (τg − 3 · TU )

TAavg

)
{(TRTS + Th + Ta) · Irx ·

V + (TCTS + TACK) · Itx · V + (DIFS +

CWavg · Tslot + 3 · SIFS) · Iidle · V }

ECg,d =

(
πC · (τg − 3 · TU )

TCavg

)
{TRTS · Itx · V + (DIFS

+CWavg · Tslot) · Iidle · V }

Eg,d = EUg,d + EPg,d + EAg,d + ECg,d + Ew (10)

where EUg,d, EPg,d, EAg,d, ECg,d, denote the energy consumed
during the transmission of a UDP packet, a TCP payload
segment, a TCP acknowledgment, and during a collision
respectively. Ew denotes the amount of energy consumed
during wake-up i.e. Ew = 250× 10−6 · Iidle · V J.

However, until the gth geophone is polled by the WGN
to begin its data transfer, it enters sleep mode for a duration
as specified by the NAV metric. Note that an RTS frame
transmitted by the currently scheduled geophone may not be
heard by all other geophones, as they may be out of each
other’s range (below the energy detection threshold). In this
case, the out-of-range geophone will become dependent on the
CTS frame transmitted by the WGN to obtain the duration for
entering sleep mode. Let Eg,n denote the energy consumed
by the gth geophone in the duration preceding its data transfer.

If the g′th geophone and gth geophone are within transmission
range,

EUg′,n = 3 · {(DIFS + (CWmin − 1)/2 · Tslot) · Iidle · V
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+TRTS · Irx · V + (TCTS + Th + Tu + TACK +

3 · SIFS) · Isl · V + Ew} (11)

EPg′,n =

(
(πP1

+ πP2
) · (τg′ − 3 · TU )

TPavg

)
{(DIFS +

CWavg · Tslot) · Iidle · V + TRTS · Irx · V +

(TCTS + Th + Tp + TACK + 3 · SIFS) · Isl · V
+Ew} (12)

else,

EUg′,n = (3 · (DIFS + (CWmin − 1)/2 · Tslot) + TRTS +

SIFS) · Iidle · V + (2 · TRTS + TCTS) · Irx · V
+(2 · TCTS + 3 · (Th + Tu + TACK) + 8 · SIFS)

·Isl · V + 3 · Ew (13)

EPg′,n =

(
(πP1

+ πP2
) · (τg′ − 3 · TU )

TPavg

)
{(DIFS +

CWavg · Tslot + TRTS + SIFS) · Iidle · V +

TCTS · Irx · V + (Th + Tp + TACK + 2 · SIFS)

·Isl · V + Ew} (14)

The amount of energy consumed in states A and C is
independent of the range between the g′th and gth geophones.

EAg′,n =

(
πA · (τg′ − 3 · TU )

TAavg

)
{(DIFS + CWavg ·

Tslot) · Iidle · V + TRTS · Irx · V + (TCTS + Th +

Ta + TACK + 3 · SIFS) · Isl · V + Ew}

ECg′,n = πC · (τg′ − 3 · TU ) · Iidle · V

Summing up all contributions, an expression for the value of
Eg,n is obtained. Note that the summation is carried out over
the set Gng , which contains the geophones that appear before
the gth geophone in the schedule.

Eg,n =
∑
g′∈Gn

g

EUg′,n + EPg′,n + EAg′,n + ECg′,n (15)

After completing its data transfer, the gth geophone enters
sleep mode for the remaining duration of time taken by the
subsequent geophones on the schedule, until the beginning
of the next sweep. Let Gslg denote the set of geophones that
appear after the gth geophone in the schedule. The amount of
energy consumed during this sleep period is denoted by Eg,sl.

Eg,sl =
∑
g′∈Gsl

g

τg′ · Isl · V (16)

In conclusion, the total amount of energy consumed by the
gth geophone, Eg , using the GP scheme can be expressed
as a sum of the quantities obtained from (10), (15), and
(16). The average power consumption per geophone, Pavg, is
appropriately calculated.

Eg = Eg,n + Eg,d + Eg,sl (17)

= Eg,d +
1

2
×

G∑
g′=1
g′ 6=g

(EUg′,n + EPg′,n + EAg′,n + ECg′,n +

τg′ · Isl · V ) (18)

Pavg =
1

τ ·G
×

G∑
g=1

Eg (19)

The expression obtained in (18) is derived in Appendix A.

IV. AGTS SCHEME

In order to facilitate more efficient power saving, a geo-
phone would ideally be aware of its own data transmis-
sion schedule, in addition to the schedules of all the other
geophones in the same BSS. To provide for contention-free
scheduling, an overlay-TDMA scheme can be devised such
that it operates on top of the existing 802.11 DCF framework.
This concept has been investigated in several works [32]–[40].
In [32], some interesting experimental results are provided for
a low-power TDMA protocol over IEEE 802.11. A schedule
is periodically broadcasted to all stations, and the access
point has the option to dynamically modify the length of
each client’s time slot. Although some high-level time slot
modification schemes are described, the exact nature and
impact of these modifications are not analyzed. The focus is
primarily on the experimental parameters for enabling TDMA
over IEEE 802.11, rather than on time slot optimization.
Similar functionality is implemented by the service period
access scheme in [6], wherein a schedule is broadcasted by
the access point and service periods are reserved for each
station. However, the service periods are assumed to be of
constant duration over several beacon intervals. The remaining
works provide an insight into the operation of an overlay-
TDMA protocol over IEEE 802.11, but either do so over
an ad hoc mode of operation [33]–[38] or by imposing
significant changes to the IEEE 802.11 MAC [35]–[39]. In
some cases, the primary focus lies on Quality-of-Service (QoS)
enhancements for 802.11 [37]–[40].

A. Key Features

1) Providing Contention-Free Access: Through the use
of TDMA, contention between geophones is significantly
reduced. However, incorrect synchronization or underlying
frames in the buffer can cause an overlap in the transmission
time of two or more geophones.

2) Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Fairness: Similar
to the GP scheme, the AGTS scheme allows the operation of a
single TCP connection during a designated time slot, thereby
circumventing the problem of TCP unfairness over 802.11.

3) Power Saving: The schedule is broadcasted by the WGN
to all geophones, allowing for effective power saving. A
geophone can enter sleep mode for the entire duration of
the TDMA frame apart from its allocated time slot, similar
to the approach taken in [6], [32]. A geophone can enter
sleep mode before the end of its allocated time slot, if data
transfer is completed prematurely. It may also enter sleep mode
immediately after receiving the schedule.
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4) Open Standard: Like the GP scheme, the AGTS scheme
is also designed to require minimal modifications to the device
drivers. While the GP scheme requires additional changes to
expose the current status of the NAV timer to the higher
layers, the AGTS scheme can operate with the already existing
primitives provided by the IEEE 802.11 MAC.

5) Adaptive Change in Time Slot Length: Geophones at
the cell-edge not only operate at higher path losses, but
are also susceptible to co-channel interference. Meanwhile,
geophones that are located near the WGN can transfer data
more reliably. To ensure that all geophones are allocated
sufficient time resources, the time slot assignment or schedule
can be accordingly altered at the completion of every frame,
a feature that was not analyzed in [6], [32]. New time slot
lengths are obtained by scaling the time slot length in the prior
frame by the ratio of the pending amount of data to the amount
of data transmitted in the prior frame. The time slot length is
capped at a maximum value to prevent over-allocation of time
resources. Geophones that have completed data transfer are
not allocated a time slot.

6) Centralized Synchronization: Since TDMA functionality
is enforced by the upper layers, synchronization is required
between the applications that are operating on the various
geophones. The proposed architecture in Fig. 1 can pro-
vide more accurate synchronization using centralized schemes
as compared to ad hoc schemes. Software timestamping
for application synchronization can be achieved with the
Timing Synchronization Function (TSF) timer [41], [42].
The TSF timer can be accessed by higher layers using
the GETTSFTIME.request and GETTSFTIME.confirm
primitives [20], [41].

B. Operation

The proposed AGTS scheme relies on the use of UDP
packets, much like the GP scheme, to disseminate schedule
information. The UDP packets are broadcasted by the WGN,
and contain information about the length of the time slot
reserved for the transmission of the schedule, in addition to
the length of the time slots allocated to each of the geophones
in the BSS.

1) Initially, all geophones are allocated time slots of the same
length, which is set to the maximum allowed value, T .

2) The WGN broadcasts UDP packets containing schedule
information during a reserved time slot of duration τsh.

3) During the slot reserved for schedule reception, the geo-
phones listen to the channel for UDP broadcast packets. A
geophone can enter sleep mode after securing the requisite
schedule information.

4) Each geophone wakes up in time for data transmission
using TCP, as per its allocated time slot. It remains in sleep
mode for the remaining duration of the frame.

5) At the end of the frame, new time slot lengths are computed
by the WGN. The time slot length is scaled up or down as

TABLE II: Definition of Parameters for the AGTS Scheme

Nota-
tion Description

T Maximum length of any given time slot
fmax Maximum number of frames required for data collection
G Total number of geophones within a single BSS
D Total amount of data to be received from each geophone

τsh
Time slot length allocated to the WGN for transmission of
UDP schedule packets

τgd Guard time between adjacent time slots

τg,f
Time slot length allocated to the gth geophone in the f th

frame

dg,f
Amount of data successfully transmitted by the gth

geophone during the f th frame

drg,f
Amount of data successfully transmitted by the gth

geophone up to the f th frame

per the amount of data received in the prior frame.

τg,f+1 =


min

{
τg,f ·

(
D − drg,f
dg,f

)
, T

}
drg,f < D

0 drg,f ≥ D

(20)

drg,f =

f∑
f ′=1

dg,f ′

where min{a,b} denotes the minimum of a and b. The
various notations are specified in Table II.

6) The newly computed time slot lengths are encapsulated into
a UDP packet and broadcasted by the WGN.

Steps (2-6) are repeated until data from all geophones is
received by the WGN. A time slot must be long enough for
the transfer of a TCP segment and its associated acknowl-
edgement. Note that f is unbounded; frame schedules may
be broadcasted by the WGN until data is received from all
geophones.

A guard time is allocated to prevent overlapping between
adjacent time slots. Firstly, the clock skew between geophones
can lead to incorrect synchronization. Experimental results
show that software timestamping using the TSF timer yields
a synchronization accuracy of 1.8 µs for a beacon interval
of 102.4 ms [41]. Secondly, a duration of around 250 µs is
required to transition from sleep mode to the idle mode of
operation [25], [26]. Lastly, a hardware delay of 100 µs can
also be taken into account for the guard time [34]. Hence, a
suitable value for τgd is 350 µs.

C. Time Analysis

An expression for the total amount of time, τ , required for
data collection using the AGTS scheme is given in (21).

τ =

fmax∑
f=1

{
τsh +

G∑
g=1

(τg,f + τgd)

}
(21)

Computing the value of τg,f+1 from (20) will in turn require
the value of dg,f up to the f th frame. The semi-Markov
Process described earlier in Fig. 4 is used here for analysis. In
a given time slot, collisions may occur between the allocated
geophone and the WGN. Furthermore, at the boundary of
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two time slots, contention may occur between two geophones
and the WGN. For instance, a frame transmission initiated
towards the end of a given time slot, may collide with another
frame transmission in the subsequent time slot. Hence, the
collision probability p, obtained from (4) and (5), can assume
different values over different periods of time. To account
for possible contention between geophones that have been
allocated adjacent time slots, a collision domain between three
stations (two geophones and the WGN) is considered in a
window of length equal to (2 ·CWmax · Tslot − τgd), centered
at the time slot boundary. Within a given time slot of length
τg,f , p is computed as per the time window.

p =

 pn=3 0 ≤ t ≤ (Tw − τgd)
pn=2 (Tw − τgd) < t < τg,f − (Tw − τgd)
pn=3 τg,f − (Tw − τgd) ≤ t ≤ τg,f

(22)

where Tw = CWmax · Tslot, and pn=i denotes the collision
probability computed from (4) and (5) with a total of i
contending nodes.

Using the value of p and the expression derived in (6), the
number of times the states P1 and P2 are entered during the
time slot τg,f can be found, following which the amount of
data transmitted can be calculated.

dg,f =

{
(πP1

+ πP2
) · τg,f

TPavg

}
· E(P ) (23)

The value of τg,f+1 can then be found from (20), making this
analysis an iterative procedure.

D. Power Consumption Analysis

An analysis is extended to the average power consumption
of the geophones. The energy consumed during data transfer
over a period of τg,f can be denoted by Edg,f , and calculated as
a sum of the energies consumed in each of the states described
in Fig. 4.

EPg,f =

(
(πP1 + πP2) · τg,f

TPavg

)
{(TRTS + Th + Tp) · Itx ·

V + (TCTS + TACK) · Irx · V + (DIFS + CWavg

· Tslot + 3 · SIFS) · Iidle · V }

EAg,f =

(
πA · τg,f
TAavg

)
{(TRTS + Th + Ta) · Irx · V +

(TCTS + TACK) · Itx · V + (DIFS + CWavg ·
Tslot + 3 · SIFS) · Iidle · V }

ECg,f =

(
πC · τg,f
TCavg

)
{TRTS · Itx · V + (DIFS + CWavg

· Tslot) · Iidle · V }

Edg,f = EPg,f + EAg,f + ECg,f + 2 · Ew (24)

where EPg,f denotes the energy consumed in the P1 and P2

states, EAg,f in the A state, and ECg,f in the C state. The
factor of 2 · Ew in (24) accounts for the energy consumed
during wake-up; initially at the beginning of the frame, and
subsequently at the beginning of the allocated time slot. Apart
from the energy consumed during the allocated time slot, an

additional amount of energy Eslg,f is consumed while in sleep
mode for the remaining duration of the frame. Some amount
of energy, Eshg,f , is consumed during the time slot reserved for
schedule reception from the WGN.

Eslg,f =
G∑

g′=1
g′ 6=g

(τg′,f + τgd) · Isl · V

Summing up the individual contributions results in an ex-
pression for the total energy consumed by the gth geophone
during the f th frame, Eg,f . The average power consumption
per geophone Pavg is then accordingly found.

Eg,f = Edg,f + Eslg,f + Eshg,f (25)

Pavg =
1

τ ·G
×
fmax∑
f=1

G∑
g=1

Eg,f (26)

V. LISTEN INTERVAL ACQUISITION

While some implementations of seismic acquisition may
require data to be transmitted only after the listen interval,
so as to perform some pre-processing of the data locally at
the geophones, other implementations would begin acquiring
data during the listen interval, and perform all the processing
of the data at the DCC or a remote server. In this section, a
data collection scheme that can be applied during the listen
interval is discussed.

The aforementioned GP and AGTS schemes rely on the
amount of data which is buffered and readily available for
transfer from a geophone. This is determined by the value of
D, which is simply the product of the data generation rate
at the geophone Rl, and the duration of the listen interval
TLI. However, during the listen interval, data is recorded ‘on-
the-go’ and a suitable value for D cannot be determined so
as to employ the GP or AGTS scheme. This motivates the
use of a single TDMA frame for the entirety of the listen
interval, wherein each geophone is allocated a time slot for
data transfer. In order to conserve power, geophones can enter
sleep mode for the duration outside their allocated time slot. A
guaranteed time slot during the listen interval also ensures that
the quality control information Q is transferred every sweep,
where Q is typically around 1-10 bytes in size [4]. At the
end of the listen interval, the value of D designated to each
geophone can be altered by the WGN by simply subtract-
ing the amount of information received from the respective
geophone during the listen interval, following which the GP
or AGTS scheme can be applied for the remaining period of
data acquisition.

The problem of determining an optimal value for the time
slots to be allocated to the geophones during the listen interval
is investigated here. An optimal time slot assignment strategy
can be determined so as to maximize the total amount of data
received by the WGN during the listen interval. While the
seismic data is generated by the geophones at a rate Rl, on the
order of several Kbps, any data that has already been buffered
can be queued for transmission at a much higher rate, say
Rb, on the order of several Mbps. In our scenario, Rb would
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typically be rate-limited by the maximum achievable transfer
rates over the 802.11af links.

Consider a total of G geophones being serviced by a
single WGN, where the amount of data received at the WGN
from the gth geophone is dg , the corresponding length of
the time slot allocated to it is τg , and the duration of the
guard time allocated between time slots is τgd. For ease of
analysis, let us assume that the geophones are allocated time
slots in increasing order. In this scenario, the first geophone
would simply transfer data at rate Rl over a duration of τ1.
Meanwhile, the second geophone would have buffered data
during (τ1 + τgd) which can now be transmitted at the higher
rate Rb. This effect ripples along the geophones for the entire
duration of the listen interval. An expression for dg can be
formulated accordingly.

dg =

Q+Rl ·
g−1∑
g′=1

(τg′ + τgd)

+

Rl ·

τg − Rl
Rb
·

 Q

Rl
+

g−1∑
g′=1

(τg′ + τgd)


 (27)

=

Q−Rl · τgd +Rl ·
g∑

g′=1

(τg′ + τgd)

−
R2
l

Rb
·

 Q
Rl

+

g−1∑
g′=1

(τg′ + τgd)

 (28)

The first term in (27) accounts for the data buffered during
the time slots leading up to the gth geophone, while the
second term accounts for the seismic data that is recorded
and transmitted during τg . By maximizing the sum of the data
received from all the geophones at the WGN, the optimal
time slot values (τ̂1, τ̂2, ... τ̂G) can be computed. A linear
optimization problem is set up through (29)-(32), with the
constant terms (independent of the time slots) in (28) not being
considered in the objective function in (30).

(τ̂1, τ̂2, ... τ̂G) = arg max
τ1,τ2, ... τG

G∑
g=1

dg (29)

= arg max
τ1,τ2, ... τG

Rl ·
G∑
g=1

g∑
g′=1

τg′ −
R2
l

Rb
·
G∑
g=1

g−1∑
g′=1

τg′

 (30)

τg ≥ Rl
Rb
·

 Q

Rl
+

g−1∑
g′=1

(τg′ + τgd)

 (31)

TLI =

G∑
g=1

(τg + τgd) (32)

Constraint (31) is formulated by imposing a minimum value
for a time slot such that the buffered seismic data and the qual-
ity control information is transferred. Constraint (32) ensures
that the sum of all time slots, along with the corresponding
guard times, is equal to TLI.

TABLE III: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Operating Frequency 470 MHz TCP Maximum
Segment Size

2200
bytes

Bandwidth 8 MHz Beacon Interval 102.4 ms

Listen Interval 6 s CFP Duration 80 ms
Sweep Length 8 s SIFS 90 µs

Move-up Interval 8 s PIFS 110 µs
Data Generation Rate 144 kbps DIFS 130 µs
WGN Antenna Height 3 m RTS/CTS Signalling Enabled

Geophone Antenna Height 1 m Short Guard Interval Enabled
Max Transmit Power 20 dBm Supply Voltage (V ) 3 V

Receiver Sensitivity -87 dBm Current in transmit
mode (Itx)

380 mA

CCA Sensitivity -87 dBm Current in receive
mode (Irx)

313 mA

Noise Figure 6 dB Current in idle
mode (Iidle)

273 mA

Max PHY Data Rate 35.6 Mbps Current in sleep
mode (Isl)

33 mA

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The ns-3 simulator is used for evaluation [43]. The sim-
ulation parameters are listed in Table III. Propagation loss
measurements that were made in Ultra-High Frequency (UHF)
bands for antenna heights between 0.3 m and 1.5 m show
a good agreement with the two-ray propagation model [44].
Regarding the power consumption parameters, experimental
studies using IEEE 802.11af chipsets for specific scenarios
(such as the transmit, receive, idle, and sleep modes of
operation) have not been reported in literature. In order to gain
a perspective on the relative performance comparison between
the various channel access schemes discussed in this work, we
assume the power consumption parameters to be those of an
IEEE 802.11n chipset [45].

A. Simulation Results

Performance is evaluated at the WGN having the largest
BSS across the seismic survey area. A comparison between
the analysis and simulation results is presented in Fig. 5, with
K = 7 and CWmin = 16. The value of G is also shown for
each corresponding value of R. Listen interval acquisition is
not considered, since we are interested solely in the analysis
of the GP and AGTS schemes in this section.

The time analysis of the GP scheme closely follows the
simulation result in Fig. 5a, where the deviation arises from the
assumption of perfectly saturated traffic, which in turn leads to
an overestimation of the value of p. In Fig. 5b, the deviation
can also be attributed to the fact that the analytical model
considers an average across all the possible permutations of
the schedule, whereas it would be infeasible to conduct such
numerous simulations. For instance, a WGN cell radius of
400 m would amount to a total of approximately 1.24×10142

number of possible schedules. Results for the AGTS scheme
are shown in Fig. 5c-5d. For a given value of R, T is chosen
such that the least value of τ is obtained. While the time
analysis closely follows the simulation result in Fig. 5c, the
deviation in the power consumption is much smaller in Fig. 5d.

On inspecting Fig. 5a and 5c, there is an exponential
increase in the amount of time taken by the DCF scheme with
an increase in the number of geophones per cell, which is
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Fig. 5: Performance Evaluation: Analysis vs Simulation

expected. Although the PCF channel access scheme performs
well for small cell radii, it does not scale with the number
of geophones. As the cell radius increases, the polling list
becomes larger, and the WGN must poll several ‘empty’
geophones before interacting with subsequent geophones that
have data to transmit. Furthermore, the geophones experience
severe contention during the CP. The GP scheme performs
better than the AGTS scheme due to the fact that every
geophone is allowed to transfer data for an unbounded amount
of time. Meanwhile, time resources are under/over allocated
to the geophones in the AGTS scheme. For instance, all the
geophones are allocated time slots of equal length in the first
frame.

From Fig. 5b and 5d, it can be inferred that about 73.5%
and 87.4% of power is conserved by the GP and AGTS

schemes respectively, as compared to the DCF scheme. Such
effective power saving has been achieved by exploiting the
deterministic and delay-tolerant nature of the traffic generated
in geophone networks. The AGTS scheme is able to achieve
better power saving with the aid of a global schedule known
to all geophones. On the other hand, in the GP scheme, the
geophones are required to cycle between the sleep and idle
modes of operation for every update of the NAV counter.

Additional metrics for performance evaluation are plotted
in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a, the throughput at the WGN is compared
for the various data collection schemes. As the cell radius
increases, the number of geophones per WGN increases,
consequently resulting in reduced throughput. The uniformity
in the power consumption can be measured by the standard
deviation (σ), which is plotted in Fig. 6b. Overall, σ is
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Fig. 7: Variation of Antenna Heights and Transmit Power to combat Co-Channel Interference

minimal, not exceeding 2 mW and 5 mW for the AGTS and
GP schemes respectively. In the GP scheme, the increasing
trend of σ with R arises from the fact that for an increasing
value of R, a greater number of geophones would be out of
range from one another, leading to a disparity in the manner
in which Eg,n is computed using (11)-(14).

B. Impact of Co-Channel Interference

Frequency reuse is inherently associated with co-channel
interference (CCI), that can strongly impact the overall per-
formance of the system. Tall antennas for the WGN can
result in a severely interference-limited system, wherein a large
frequency reuse factor is required to maintain an acceptable
level of co-channel interference into neighboring co-channel
cells. Moreover, shorter antennas are more desirable from a
logistics perspective and to ensure robustness to high wind

speeds. Consequently, the antenna heights for the WGN and
the geophones can be capped at 3 m and 1 m respectively.

A scatter plot of the total acquisition times, for a WGN
cell radius of 250 m employing the GP scheme with 8 MHz
channels, is provided in Fig. 7a as a function of the WGN
antenna height and the transmit power. A 4-cell reuse pattern
is considered in this analysis, since a 3-cell pattern is severely
interference-limited and a 7-cell pattern would require an
excessive number of available channels. A key observation to
be noted is that the acquisition time decreases with increasing
transmit power, with a transmit power of 20 dBm performing
the best. This suggests that higher transmit powers produce a
higher SINR, resulting in lower acquisition times by operating
at higher data rates more reliably. Additionally, for a given
transmit power, the most suitable WGN antenna height that
yields a minimum acquisition time decreases with increasing
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Fig. 8: Performance Evaluation in the presence of Co-Channel Interference

transmit power. This arises from the fact that a higher transmit
power would encroach more easily upon the neighboring co-
channel cells, consequently requiring shorter antenna heights
to mitigate this effect. The influence of the geophone antenna
heights is depicted in Fig. 7b, given a transmit power of
20 dBm. It can be seen that minimal acquisition time is
achieved when the geophone antenna height is in the range
of 0.8–1 m, and the WGN antenna height is in the range of
0.8–1.1 m. For WGN antenna heights exceeding 1.5 m, the
performance deteriorates rapidly and the acquisition time is
nearly tripled, as compared to the minimal value. Hence, an
antenna height in the range of 0.8–1 m and 0.8–1.1 m is most
suitable for the geophones and the WGNs respectively, along
with a transmit power of 20 dBm, under the assumed flat Earth
propagation model.

The GP and AGTS schemes are now evaluated for the first
tier of co-channel cells. As per the acquisition parameters

described in Table III, the resultant thresholds for flip-flop and
single-fleet modes of operation are 14 s and 16 s respectively.
Listen interval acquisition is considered here, wherein the
optimal time slot values are computed by numerically solving
the objective function in (30). Rl is taken to be 144 kbps,
while in the case of Rb, a modest assumption of 5 Mbps
and 10 Mbps is made for 8 MHz and 16 MHz channels
respectively. The values assumed for Rb match closely with
the findings observed in simulation.

Results for the total acquisition time and average power
consumption are obtained in Fig. 8, wherein the phrase ‘listen
interval acquisition’ has been shortened to ‘LI Acq.’ In Fig. 8a,
the total acquisition time using 8 MHz channels is plotted,
where it can be inferred that the GP scheme performs better
than the AGTS scheme under the impact of CCI as well.
Acquiring data during the listen interval presents considerable
gains for both schemes. Similar observations can be made in
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Fig. 8b for 16 MHz channels, where the overall performance
is much improved, at the cost of an additional 4 channels. The
minimum required number of WGNs (N) can be obtained as
a function of the WGN cell radius using (1). By modelling the
results to be Gaussian distributed, the probability that the total
acquisition time exceeds the threshold (Pth) can be found [19].
These quantities are listed in Fig. 8c.

The impact of CCI on the average power consumption can
be seen in Fig. 8d, after taking listen interval acquisition
into account. There is a marginal increase in the power
consumption for the GP scheme in the presence of CCI. This
can be attributed to the fact that a primary feature of the GP
scheme’s power saving strategy is to utilize the NAV counter
for determining a duration for operating in sleep mode. Under
the impact of CCI, an increased number of collisions are wit-
nessed due to transmissions from the neighboring co-channel
cells, thereby causing a decline in power saving performance.
On the other hand, the AGTS scheme is relatively unaffected
by CCI since the power saving performance is determined by
a broadcasted schedule with stringent limits on the time slot
lengths.

VII. CONCLUSION

A wireless geophone network based on the IEEE 802.11af
standard has been described, that can operate with mini-
mal amount of standards-compliant hardware in a spectrally-
efficient manner. Although the default channel access schemes
provided by the standard are not ideal, the total time required
for data collection and the average power consumption of
the geophones can be reduced by implementing functionality
through the GP and AGTS schemes. While the GP scheme
performs best in terms of acquisition time, it is not as power-
efficient as the AGTS scheme. On the other hand, the AGTS
scheme is the best for power saving, but at the cost of an
increased amount of time for data acquisition.

An important feature of the proposed architecture is its
scalability. Given that flip-flop operations are employed and
the GP scheme is operated over four 802.11af channels, a
total of 209 WGNs is sufficient to map an area as large as
72 km2, after accounting for co-channel interference. This
number is further reduced to 144 WGNs when eight 802.11af
channels are available, which is likely the case in remote
areas, to operate with 16 MHz of bandwidth. At the expense
of a higher number of WGNs, more power saving can be
obtained by utilizing the AGTS scheme. Thus, a reduction in
the power consumption and the required amount of hardware
for data acquisition translates to a reduced cost in terms of
the equipment weight, transportation, and manpower, and also
offers a greener alternative to cable-based systems. Future
work will involve the design of data communication protocols
from the WGNs to the DCC in an energy-efficient manner.

APPENDIX A

Let the probability that the gth geophone lies at the ith

position in the schedule be denoted by α. For i = 1, α = 1/G

as there are a total of G geophones that can occupy the first
position in the schedule. For i ≥ 2,

α =


i−2∏
j=0

(
1− 1

G− j

)
(

1

G− i+ 1

)

=

(
G− 1

G

)(
G− 2

G− 1

)(
G− 3

G− 2

)
...

...

(
G− i+ 2

G− i+ 1

)(
G− i+ 1

G− i+ 2

)(
1

G− i+ 1

)
=

1

G

Hence, α = 1/G irrespective of the position in the schedule.
This also reaffirms the uniform distribution of geophones in
the schedule.

In equation (15), energy is summed over all the geophones
belonging to the set Gng . Let β be the probability that the g′th

geophone appears before the gth geophone in the schedule,
i.e. β = Pr{g′ ∈ Gng }.

β =
G∑
i=1

(Pr{g′th geophone appears before the position i}

× Pr{gth geophone lies in position i})

=
G∑
i=1

(
i− 1

G− 1

)
× α

=
1

G(G− 1)

(
G(G+ 1)

2
−G

)
=

1

2

Equation (15) can be rewritten accordingly.

Eg,n =
∑
g′∈Gn

g

EUg′,n + EPg′,n + EAg′,n + ECg′,n

=
G∑

g′=1
g′ 6=g

β · (EUg′,n + EPg′,n + EAg′,n + ECg′,n)

=
1

2
×

G∑
g′=1
g′ 6=g

EUg′,n + EPg′,n + EAg′,n + ECg′,n (33)

Since Gslg and Gng are mutually exclusive sets, Pr{g′ ∈ Gslg } =
1 − Pr{g′ ∈ Gng } = 1 − β. Using this result, equation (16)
can be rewritten.

Eg,sl =
∑
g′∈Gsl

g

τg′ · Isl · V

=
G∑

g′=1
g′ 6=g

(1− β) · (τg′ · Isl · V )

=
1

2
×

G∑
g′=1
g′ 6=g

τg′ · Isl · V (34)

The above results are used to evaluate the total energy con-
sumed by the gth geophone, Eg , in (18). Furthermore, it can
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be inferred that ∀g, Eg is independent of the nature of Gng
or Gslg , i.e. the order that the geophones are polled in. Hence,
statistically, a uniform power consumption is achieved across
all the geophones over several sweeps.
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